
 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

Inscape Will Feature Three New Collections in New Chicago Showroom 
From June 13th-15th, the showroom will highlight Inscape’s dedication to designing products “Your Way”  

TORONTO, ON — June 2022 — Inscape, the leading provider of workplace products for tomorrow's office, 
will showcase three new collections at the industry’s biggest three-day event from June 13th to June 15th. 
The company will display its latest products – Accessory Stack for Inscape Bench and RockIt – for the first 
time as well as its newest collaboration with Connection UK, the Harp collection. Inscape will debut these 
products alongside beloved office furniture collections, including Inscape Bench, Acme, and Aria. 

Experience the newest collections with customization and quality at heart — products designed "Your Way." 
As the theme of this year's showroom, Inscape will celebrate its dedication to creating quality products that 
are locally made and custom for the offices of tomorrow. Since 1888, Inscape has pioneered solutions for 
storage and the workplace and continues to innovate its product lines for the future of collaboration. Inscape 
prioritizes customer satisfaction by focusing on client relationships, dealer relationships, and employee well-
being. The company works directly with its customers to create a unique solution for every need to ensure 
that the products stand the test of time and are designed "Your Way."  

In its new Chicago showroom, Inscape will be showcasing: 

Harp: Designed by Connection UK, Harp has evolved specifically with fluid workplace evolution in 
mind. Harp can configure as an individual workspace or a multi-zone format and can be designed 
in many ways to create a multitude of settings and space division solutions. Distinctively designed 
with unorthodox bungee cords to construct 'walls,' Harp acts as a space divider and an enclave 
without obstructing visibility or creating a permanent wall structure. The bungee cords make a bold 
design statement, providing a unique contrast between the solid industrial finish of the steel frames 
and the subtle touches of detail given by accessories. Harp is available with planter modules to 
support space acoustics alongside aesthetically zoning settings, with multiple accessory options to 
personalize functionality. 

Accessory Stack for Inscape Bench: Accessory Stack for Inscape Bench is a smart, sleek, 
sophisticated feature for any open office environment. Designed for personalizing, creating privacy, 
collaborating, and supporting, every type of worker can choose their ideal workspace with 
Accessory Stack's dozens of customizable frames and infills that fit their unique needs. In addition, 
Accessory Stack offers designers a wide variety of customization options to fit any workspace. 
Accessory Stack is available in two heights, 17" or 21", with dozens of frame color options and infill 
choices such as glass, fabric, perforated metal (pegboard), or tack. The desking system offers even 
more options for versatility, working seamlessly with planter boxes, transaction tops, bunker 
storage, hip stashes, and more. Working in tandem with Inscape Bench, Accessory Stack 
celebrates the core values of Inscape: affordable, stylish, and durable products built for the office 
of tomorrow.  

RockIt: RockIt is the perfect solution for the modern workspace. It is built to be exposed to the 
open office, but that doesn't mean power and cables should be. The intelligent engineering behind 
RockIt ensures power runs seamlessly out of sight throughout the entire system, and its industry-



leading SkyRockIt technology conceals the pneumatic height adjustability mechanism. This 
ingenuity ensures RockIt looks beautiful in your office or home office space from day 1 to 2000. 
RockIt's customizable options for storage, display, partitions, and power outlets allow for 
collaboration and focus without any clutter in even the smallest office spaces. It is available in eight 
colors and with 25 different fabrics to choose from to find the design that inspires you the best.  

Inscape's showroom will be at 800 West Fulton Market, 8th Floor. Additionally, Inscape will be hosting its 
showroom party at 800 West Fulton Market on the 18th Floor on June 13th from 4 pm CST to 8 pm 
CST. To RSVP, please contact Inscape’s PR team: inscape@upspringpr.com. For more information on 
Accessory Stack and RockIt by Inscape, please visit www.myinscape.com. 

 
### 

 
ABOUT INSCAPE 
Since 1888, Inscape has been designing products and services that are focused on the future, so 
businesses can adapt and evolve without investing in their workspaces all over again. In today’s fast-
changing modern society, offices need to transform and adapt as fast as the world around them. Inscape 
engineers solutions from the outset to make this process simple and smart. Anything is possible with 
Inscape. For more information on Inscape, visit our website: www.myinscape.com. 
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